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Michael Rapp, Balanstrasse 19, D-81669 Munich, Tel: +49 (089) 6886812  mail@fengshuiPC.de 
 

“Feng Shui has been recognized as a planning tool even at large scale projects in the East for a long 
time but now also in Europe and the US. Large corporations are using Feng Shui as a means to improve 
their workplace and to strengthen their competitiveness. Therefore, Feng Shui consultations are now 
regarded as “standard” business services and are expected to adjust to the business environment in 
terms of professional presentation and fee calculation.  
The professional Feng Shui consultant requires today a tool to produce high end presentations and 
reports as well as reliable results in a very short timeframe.”  

 
fengshuiPC is the outstanding Feng Shui software to proof your competence as a consultant. Building upon the calculation 
engine of Microsoft Excel the program is user friendly and fits seamlessly into the office family. It offers three overwhelming 
advantages: 

reliable results within minutes after entry of data; 
professional presentation of the results – especially effective by using scanned floor plans from the client; 
deeper analysis through faster review of alternatives as well as through a simultaneous view of all influencing factors on 
one floor plan. It uncovers connections which would have been lost without use of the program. 
3 built-in languages (English. German, French) 
 

The software offers many different tools to the Feng Shui consultant. After importing scanned floor plans the program 
calculates the center of gravity and places the plan on selected sheets for analysis and presentation. There the consultant 

finds all information about Bazhai, Flying Stars and the Bagua right on the 
plan, either displayed in pie chart or rectangular shape. Even the dangers 
of the year – grand Duke, 3 Shares and the Yellow 5 are displayed exact 
to the degree and for the next 10 years. 

All information is dynamic and adjusts instantly to any changes. Using a 
step-by-step guidance, even the inexperienced user can produce 
astonishing analysis directly on the plan. Any step can immediately see 
and adjusted. 

 The Feng Shui font adds great value, as it can be used with any program 
offering Chinese characters, trigram symbols, animals and much more.  

 

Excel users can even access any text in the program and adjust to their 
individual liking or translate. 

The user is supported by a 75-page user guide with 150 pictures. 
FengshuiPC offers also 2-day introductory courses in Germany, 
Switzerland and Austria. 

   
fengshuiPC offers:   

Full version of fengshuiPC Version 4.0 
Update fengshuiPC version 4 from previous version 3 
The Feng Shui program requires an installed version of  
Microsoft Excel 2016-2019/365 on Win, Excel 2019/365 on MAC.  
 

Please inquire about pricing 

Introductory courses in many European: 
Cologne, Berlin, Munich, Heidelberg, Hamburg, Zurich, Vienna,  in German language 
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Input of house and personal data: 
The visual display of facing and door 
direction allows the user to 
immediately control the input of the 
house directions. 
In addition to the facing and door 
directions a third directional input 
allows rotating the compass.  It offers 
the opportunity to match the display to 
the true direction of the scanned plan. 
Any alternative calculation for sitting 
and facing can be calculated and 
shown within minutes. 
The example shows a situation where 
the plan direction is 180°- South 
direction is on top. The Bazhai 
calculator shows a “Li” house. The 
same result is calculated if the 
program shows North on the top.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The standard sheet for plans consists of 9 
concentric rings which contain different, user 
definable information. Menus on the side of the 
sheet allow the selection of several options and 
thereby customizing the appearance of the rings. In 
the example the rings display: 

Bazhai house energy level 
trigrams of the later heaven 
sitting and facing directions 
dangers of the year with grand duke, 
yearly star 5 (yellow 5) and 3 killings.  

You may also add on top of the automatically 
centered floor plan a rectangular grid, which in this 
case displays the information of the 3-door Bagua. 
A multitude of menus allow the user to adjust the 
content of the display interactively until an ideal 
combination of information is found to inform the 
client. The guideline “Less is More” serves well in 
this stage of preparation. 
A legend at the bottom of the page displays the 
current status of all information.  
 

1    2

Ring 2

Ring 3

Ring 4

Richtung Karriere bei 3 Türen Bagua

BaZhai innen - Darstellung

Auswahl der Person

BaZhai aussen - Darstellung

Ring 1

Rechteckdiagramm - Darstellung

Auswahl der Person

Rechteck

Fliegende Sterne

Ring 1-9

Ring 5

Ring 9

Ring 6

Ring 7

Ring 8

Darstellungsvarianten

8 Lebenssituationen - auch Rechteck

Auswahl der Person

Jahresgefahren/ Tierbeziehungen

Gesamtdarstellung ein/aus

Sektoren

Trigramm Farbring

Kompass/ Trigrammbezeichnung

Sitz und Blick

Auswahl des Jahres für Ring 1+9

Ring 1+9 aktuelles Jahr

Sterne mit Elementfarbe

B - W / (J) - P - (LS)

3 Türen Bagua

Westen

24 Berge

Sylvia Berger

24 Berge

Lisa Berger

Sektoren farbig (Yin=blau)

später Himmel, hell

Trigramme

Sitz und Blick darstellen

Gefahren des gewählten Jahres

Alle Ringe mit Legendenkreis 

Richtung + Sterne + BaZhai, s/w

Sylvia Berger
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A breakdown into small steps helps to easily learn the import of scanned plans.  Corrections are possible at all times. Even 
the center of sharp or rounded buildings can be calculated without difficulties.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The transfer of the plan onto sheets for 
analysis is accomplished automatically. 
For the placement of the floor plan the 
Feng Shui program offers a popup menu 
which shows all available plan sheets 
and also marks the ones which have 
already received plans before.  
 
 
 
In addition to pie charts the user may 
choose to use rectangular charts for 
floor plan analysis. In this case a 3-door 
Bagua display is adjusted to show the 
career sector in the West. Also available 
in the grid shape are information about 
Flying Stars, Bazhai and the 8 trigrams 
of the later heaven.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A wide variety of graphic objects are 
available to enhance the information on 
floor plans. Cures, interiors, even 
persons with their elements can be 
placed onto the plan with the help of an 
easy to use menu. It offers: 
Cures (2x) 
8 life situations 
interiors 
environmental features 
earth energies  
people 
grid patterns. 

Correction of circumference 
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A large sheet (A3 or 11/17) has been introduced to offer more space for a very exacting Feng Shui analysis. It is set up for 
printing on smaller printers with overlapping areas to be taped together. The information is located in concentric rings and 
each setting is individually adjustable. The sheet allows seeing together at one glance:  
 
Flying Stars 
Bazahi for the house 
Bazahi 6 people individually 
Early and late heaven 
Animal constellation 
Sunlight distribution 
Compass 
Dangers of the year with 

Grand Duke 
conflict star 
3 killings 
Yellow 5 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A very accurate assessment of the Flying 
Stars offers an additional sheet: 
Using the principle of host and guest the 
table compares element relationship, 
timeliness and quality of water, mountain, 
period and yearly stars. It helps to 
recognize quickly but with much depth, 
whether this trigram is best used as an 
active Yang) or passive (Yin) space. 
In addition, the sheet offers information 
about Castle Gates, usage period, Fan/ 
Fu Yin structures and special 
combinations. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
See the original and the replacement Flying Star chart side by side. 
 
 
 
 
An automatic table of content on the title sheet and sheets for comments and 
pictures add to the overall easy to use of the Feng Shui consultation package. 


